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1» Introduction

Starting from 1976 when charmed particles wjre discovered!. J

and till present days the weak exclusive decays of charmed mesons

attract interest of both theorists and experimentalists. Experimen-

tally, large number of partial decay widths has been measured, and

the efforts in this direction continue. Thus, a recent experimentl~j

of MARK III group has yielded a set of data essentially differing

from previous re.sultsL^J. Comparing L
2
Jand*-̂ -*and results of other

groups (see, e.g., the reviewIT)we see that the situation is not

quite settled, the number» breath. At the same time one can hardly

expect drastic changes in the general picture comprising •* 50

decay channels.

With such an array of apparently disconnected data the need

in theoretical interpretation becomes extremely acute. Are we able

to understand the results theoretically? What is ever more impor-

tant, can we learn something new about weak or strong interactions?

Ever since 1976 the weak exclusive decays of D- and F-mesons have

been a continuous challengeto the theory.

We will try to demonstrate that the answer to the first quest-

ion is positive. In this paper we develop an approach allowing one

to analyse the majority of D- and P-muson decays in two pseudosca-

lars and one pseudoscalar plus one vector. (The set of decay modes

to be considered is given in the Table, altogether about 50 modes).

Our approach is based on QCD sum rules I? 1, The predictions for the

partial widths will be practically model-independent (the estima-

ted uncertainty in dscay rates reduces to a factor «ч, 1.5).

As for the second question, unfortunately, we must confess

that the analysis adds rather little to whfit is already known in
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QCD. Starting from the already developed picture of the QCD vacuum

we simply explain peculiarities of the exclusive decays, reproduc-

ing experimental numbers with reasonable accuracy. Perhaps, the

mo3t important lesson is confirmation of the essential role of

soft gluons, the observation made previously (see, e.g. L '* -J).

We start from a brief historical survey which will introduce

us into a theoretical "kitchen" and will serve as a reference point

in our constructions.

The first works (e,g., ref.L J) published even prior to disco-

very of open charm exploited, in essence, a naive spectator model;

at those days the charmed-quark mass тп was believed to be large

enough. It became clear soon, however, that the corresponding pre-

dictions were in sharp disagreement with the data (see, e.g.

Sect.3«5 of the review paperL'J), and pre-asymptotic effects of

different nature must play an essential role.

There exists a variety of models intended for the description

of the weak non-leptonic decays of D- and F-mesons. They can be

grouped in a few classes by the preference given to this or that

preasymptotic effect. Let us catalogue here some popular schemes:

(a) Spectator mechanismi '̂ » ; (b) QCD corrections to the coeffici-

ents in flL. beyond the leading log approximationL
9
J; (c) Final state

interactions L J ; (d.) Non-spectator diagram dominance (annihilat-

ion mechanism) I 41 ; (e) Emission of perturbative gluons ь
 b
"'°I ;

Cf) Attempts to account for non-perturbative gluons I
l
«»20,21

t
40J .

(g) Phenomenological modifications of the spectator model |
22
»23J.

(h) Interference effects L^***^! ; (i) iAr-energy lagrangians for

mesonoc fields (e.g., [
2
5• 43J j. ^) SU(3) symmetry predictions, in

particular, sextet dominance[ J; (k) Pitting the mixing.angles

in the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix |r J(for experimental values see,
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however, refs, I ^ i); (1) Penguin diagram dominance^
 f
^ »4-У.

(m) Constituent versus current quarks '-"J ; (n) 1/И expansion I •*»

The naive spectator model - historically the first - emerged

as a natural successor to the model used in the strange particle

decays. It assumes that D or P decay proceeds as if the c-quark is

free and the transition is not affected by the light spectator

quark. The width of the two-particle decay is determined by the

graph of Pig.1a which is treated within the factorization hypothe-
• + — • p -+•

sis. To illustrate the approach, consider D--> & Ж channel.

The amplitude is given by С Q / / / ^ / j ^ УСУ where R,, is the effec-

tive A^^dL hamiltonian ir-Li including the hard gluon exchanges;

we assume standard G1H scheme L Jfor s-d i-i.xinc and c::;lt b, t effects;

=
7

 &

5 = Zc-eitQ-c!£,UiS- (D

IS?

Hero m = 1.35 GeV, т-„ = 80 GeV are the masses of the c-quark an.!

W boson, 0 =13° is the Cabibbo ancle, &„ io the Fermi coupling

constant, b = 25/3 i-s the coefficient in the Gell-Iilann-Low funct-

ion,

For the QCD scale parameter /[ in eq.(3) we accept /\ = 100 lileV,

in accordance with the modern data I/ J. (Notice that in previous



analyses of weak decays a much larger value, A ̂  500 MeV, was

popular); For the $-»K 7C amplitude we get

where m
D
 is the D* masa,

(6)

Neglecting the SU(3) symmetry breaking and light-meson masses (in

this limit -/L « f̂ , =133 MeV) we arrive at

The constant 4ц
 n a s

 been determined by virtue of the QCD sum

rules in ref.[
37
], (* ' 0.5^. 1. Then

a factor 2.5 higher than the experimental number. Even a larger

discrepancy between the spectator model and experiment emerges



in the ratio

(while &4<i»*"\--ir 0*35+0.1). To eliminate the discrepancy some

authors invoke final state interactions (e.g., L •'J) which, on the

contrary, overestimates the ratio,^fi « ^ , - ̂  ̂ oc. • ̂ e recent

discovery of the 0 —> ^ ^ decay with 1£ branching ratio P'-lis

also in a sharp contradiction with the spectator ;псбз! yielding

for this branching ratio *••»•-10 %, Thus, the spectator model and

its simple modifications cannot describe two-particle decays cf

D and ? mesons even in a rough approximation.

Still, we dwell here on the spectator model keeping in mind

that below we will use it as a reference point. The spectator mo-

del (to be referred below as the standard model) gives a conveni-

ent and relatively simple and transparent language, since it allows

one to discuss ether model3 and mechanisms in terms of deviations

from the standard model. Just these deviations will be the main

subject of analysis in the present work»

Hotice that the fac-torization property in the catrix element

like < 2 ?C 1 WifrI}\ y> is intensively exploited in the theory

of non-leptonic decays of strange particles I Jwhere it seems to

work with a satisfactory accurecy. In description of the strange

particla decays factorization i3
f
 at least, compatible with the

soft pion iechni-que P-M . -this fact might serve BS a justification.

Analogous arguments based on the small energy release and PCAC

ahow tnat one can neglect the final state interactions in the

kaon and hyperon non-leptonic decays. For charmed mesons the ener-

gy release is relatively large ( *—1 GeV) and these approximations
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are nc more reliable.

Critical analysis of all later models aimed at improving the

standard model is beyond the scope of this paper. The general

conclusion can be summarized in a few words: soft gluons (and/or

quark pairs) should play an essential role in the two-particle

amplitudes. The inclusive D and F decays are not exhausted by

simplest quark graphs. Especially instructive in this respect is

ref.I °J which stimulated much works in. the field. Unfortunately,

in the quantitative aspect the approaches developed so far suffer

from a common drawback: the absence of the direct relation to the

fundamental QCD. Some of them are motivated by QCD but still use

additional assumptions. Therefore, one cannot say beforhand whe-

ther or not approximations made are reliable, whether or not the

accepted values of parameters are reasonable, one cannot estimate

theoretically (with no comparison with experiment) accuracy of the

predictions.

Our aim is to develop a new approach tending to avoid model

dependence or, at least, minimize it drastically. As has been

already mentioned, the approach is based on the QCD sum rulesI J

(for an extensive review seelJ)j conceptually it is close in

spirit to the method used in ref. l-'-'J for the analysis of hyperon

decays* It will allow us to consider within a unified scheme all

transitions

0 -+Pp do)

(11)



F-+PP
(12)

F-*PV
(13)

•xhere Р~ *£i *j £ stand for the Goldstone meson and V is a

generic notation for vector mesons, f , ф , U?'
 f
 * •

The paper is organized es follows. In Sec.2 we formulaic the

ргоЫеи in terms • suitable for the sum rule method. In Sec3 a

general form of the sum rules for weak two-partieal amplitudes i?

established. Бес„4 demonstrates that the sum rules сел be written

down directly for the difference Ы-М-, where M is the total ampli-

tude while M» refers to the factorizable part. Basin results are

susnmarized in Sec.5.

2. Outlining the Problem

The following four-point amplitude will play the basic role

in our analysis %

n
 . у

Herv. On » Од » i-o are the que.rk currents producing the correspo^id

ing mesons from the vacuum, for instance



a

H» is the weak Д ^ а ^ hamiltonian (see eq.(1)), The four-point

function (14) is depicted in Pig.2 where the shaded blob denotes

the weak decay amplitude of the charmed meson into two light me-

sons - A and B.

• r
52
l

lo avoid direct instantonsl/ Jwe use for light pseudoscalars

axial-vector, not pseudoscalar currents,

for piona, and

for kaons. This has another advantage - all amplitudes (10)-(13)

can actually be treated simultaneously. A small octet-singlet

mixing for pseudoscalars (i.e. 2 — 2a)
 i a

 neglected, s< that

the currents producing ̂  *' are

For vector mesons, Q » £ **&,г
 w e use



(22)

(23)

The chiral limit, tot^m^s *#$ ̂ O is assvaned throughout the

work* This assumption simplifies computations. All Goldstone me-

sons, ft t /C , h , have vanishing masses and their residues

are determined by a common constant, -f^ • 133 MeV. In the chi-

ral limit all vector mesons also have a common mass, coinciding

irith that of the £ t **tq = 0.78 GeV. Their residues can be

expressed in terms of -fn by virtue of the s u O ) f l a v o u r symmetry.

Here

numerically Jf-* ~ 200 MeV . (Experimentally 4? is measurable in

£-•€<? ). Purthermore, £. is the^-meson polarization vector.

In the case of ^ ' meson we use -^/^"100 MevL534 ** e о.Эб GeV

(in this channel there is no massless particle in the chiral

limit).

As has been noted above, a characteristic feature of our ap-

proach is the possibility to formulate predictions for the ampli-

tudes directly for the deviations from the factorized values. A

systematic discussion of this point will be given later, and

herewe only sketch the basic idea.

There are three "skeleton" diagrams which determine the
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four-point function (14). They are depicted in Pigs«3a
f
b,c. (Actu-

al graphs are obtained from the skeleton diagrams but cutting off

some solid line and/or adding gluon exchange (see, e.g. Pig,3d).

The graphs in Pig.3b,с correspond to the spectator mechanism

(factorization is not assumed, however) while the diagram 3a cor-

responds to the so called annihilation mechanism.

Consider, for instance, the diagram 3d which, within our ap-

proach, is relevant to the sum rules for the O~^K Y decay. In

the quark language one can interprete the graph as follows: in

the initial D° meson ЦГ quark emits a soft Cnon-perturbative)

gluon; as a result of weak interaction there emerge two light

quarks, $ and q , one of them annihilates the soft gluon emi-

tted by C[ ; the final quarks combine to produce К and p . We

treat the diagram by virtue of a "refined duality" of the QCD sum

rules, and in this way obtain a calculational scheme allowing us

to reliably estimate (under theoretical control) the effects of

soft gluon (or quark) emission. The scheme is very similar to the

original sum rules»- -', The only non-technical additional difficul-

ty is a contamination of the phenomenological part of the sum rules

by some "parasitic" contributions which enter with no exponential

suppression (see below).

Relative weights of diagrams 3a,b,c are different in each

particular decay mode, and combination of these factors results

in a rich and peculiar hierarchy of amplitudes.

Let us discuss now to which extent the approximations accep-

ted above are adequate.

Chiral corrections due to m ^ O and <S^
t
"<'i4'>

!
^Q are of two

types. In the theoretical part they are of order m„/пг ^ 1 0 " .

Besides that, in the phenomenological part one must substitute
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•fit ' ' ) (25)

(26)

2
As ire shall see below, the characteristic value of M

1
 is of order

and both effects are expected to be л^ 10/5 at least in the

process with one s quark in the final atate. We will neglect them.

With two s-quarks in the final state chiral corrections may be a

factor of two larger. S U O ) ^ violating effects may be most noti-

ceable in the phase space, and here we, of course, will take them

into account.

3. Description of the Method

Following the standard procedureu-'Jwe write down a double dis-

persion relation for each invariant amplitude in the four-point

function (14):

+
 (subtraction terms) (27)

Here Q,Q
2
 and q are the momenta of the virtual D meson and quark

currents producing В and A mesons, respectively.

Furthermore, the phenomenological part (r.h.s.) of the sum

rules (27) is saturated by resonances, (while the theoretical part

is calculated with the aid of OPE in the domain Q^jQ^tQ
4
"'

4
' -

1
 GeV

2
,

when, on one hand, QCE is still applicable, and on the other hand,

effects due to пол-trivial vacuum structure are quite noticeable.

Technically, the procedure is more labour-consuming than in

popular model formulated directly in physical (Llinkovvski) space.

Indeed, we work in the euclLdean domain of momenta, and have to
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put additional efforts to extrapolate the results to the physical

domain. The procedure turns out to be less transparent. As a re-

ward, we get the possibility of reliable calculations, not juet

rough estimate, of non-perturbative effects.

As v/e shall see below, the characteristic values of moments,

p
both external and virtual, are about -1 GeV . This теапз that we

can indeed use the effective hamiltonian (1) with, only hard gluon

exchanges included С , C_ . Th* issue of relatively soft giuons in

Н,„ does not arise, and we can treat С , С as constants indicated

in eq.(2).

The next 3tepis the choice of an appropriate kinematic struc-

ture in the four-point function (14). The general decomposition of

f] л is as follows

(Here we have taken into account that Q.. = Q
o
 + q so that there

ere only two independent momenta). In the case of D—'PPand

P -fPP the relevant structure is, evidently, 9J *@
г
 air.ce the

matrix elements < 0] J*
 a
 jp^> are proportional to the momenta of

the p3eudoscalar mesons at hand. Por the decays D-* PV, P—* PV the

relevant structure can be found from two requirements; first, it

should contain the paeudoscalar meson momentum </T ; second,

it should be in correspondence with the form of the amplitude



where @ is the polarization vector of V, С is some constant. As

a consequence, the structure of interest is

where Jt is the ^variant amplitude.

On the other hand, /Z.iJ defined in eq. (14) must be trans-

versal

- ~" (3D

up to commutator terms which are irrelevant, however, to vector-

meson contribution (the commutator terms correspond to those pie-

ces in the r.h.s., which have no vector-meson pole. This contri-

bution in the sum rules is expected to be negligiblej 'see below).

Therefore, it is sufficient to consider Just the same structure,

% Pi »
 a s
 ^

п
 the D -» PP case* Knowing the coefficient in

front of % yL we readily reconstruct Q. figuring in eq. (30)

by virtue of the condition (3D* All further analysis will refer

just to. this structure.

Discussion of calculational details in the theoretical part

is suspended till the next paper. Here we dwell on two general

remarks.

In the operator expansion we will keep only operators with

dimensioncf^6, resulting in the following v.e.v. *s: <*£ «̂ >

<tf^>0 • < *6cj6tf'^o * •*$<*Г
^0 » and the unit

operator 1 • Dim 7 and higher operators in our conditions are

inessential - this can bo checked by an explicit estijnate. All

coefficients in the OPE will be calculated in the leading (non-

vanishing) order in oC
s
 .
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The version of the sum rules we will use is close in spirit

to the variant exploited in refs.L »-
>
»̂-

>
-
>
J for determination of

baryon magnetic moments, charge radii and other analogous charac-

teristics. Indeed, in the both cases one must switch on an exter-

nal (with respect to QCD) interaction - electromagnetic in ref. I? J

and H^ in the case at hand. Technically, the treatment of weak de-

cays of charmed тезопз is more complicated than, say, the problem

of the pion charge radius, since the number of the particles in-

volved in the process is larger. Fortunately, one aspect is, on the

contrary, simpler. Unlike ref. I/ »
5
^»^-

>
J ther* is no need for us

to introduce new (induced) vacuum condensates (for instance, in

ref. I Ja vacuum magnetic susceptibility in the external electro-

magnetic field has been introduced).

Let us elucidate the assertion in more detail. Pig.4a dis-

plays the amplitude for the theoretical part of the sum rules in

the problem of the pion charge radius. The momentum flovjing in the

electromagnetic current is assumed to be small. Formally, an exter-

r.4.1 field f^O is introduced and the correlator <^ Tfj (x) J^ojl'b

is considered in the linear in Яур approximation. In this kine-

matics the quark lines marked by shadded blobls can be almost on

the would-be гааэз shell. V/e are unable to calculate the correspond-

ing effect and parametrise it by a new v.e.v., ̂ ^Ф^-р **X. »

'rut if
cutting off all soft lines (Pig.4b).

It seems at first sight that the situation with weak decays

is quite analogous. The weak hamiltonian brings no momentum (Pigs.

2,3). This means that all lines attached to H,
y
 сад be "soft" in

the sense that p *•* 0 . Then light quarke are indeed close to the

mass shelli however, the off -shellness of the c-quark io large,

r*
 c
 ?£> /\ .Therefore, with respect to the c-quark the per-
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turbative decsription is applicable and hence there is no discon-

nected block, isolated from the hard part of the diagram (as in

Pig.4b). The corresponding non-perturbative contribution is depic-

ted, for instance, in Pig.4c - it reduces to < ^ ^ 7 /
c
 , no new

v.e.Vo is necessary.

In this respect the analysis of weak decays of, say, kaons

would be different, since for kaons (if they are treated within the

sum rule method) one could not avoid introducing new induced v.e.v,'s

reflecting roft interactions with an auxiliary external field, л

Let us turn now to the phenomenological part of the sum rules.

It can be represented as a sum of diagrams depicted in Figs.5e-d.

Various pieces here describe different options. Pig.5a gives a

three-resonance piece containing the decay amplitude of interest

(we denote it by T)

(32)

17OMev L
4 9
] ,

and ].д { stand for the residues of 1 and В into the corresponding

currents, nu is the В particle mass (m. = 0 in the chiral limit).

The second term in eq.(32) corresponds to higher-resonance contri-

bution. Ысге exactly, its interpretation is: the current /

produces the K-th excitation which decays to jj-tb a^d n-th states

annihilated by the currents j.» J
B
 .

Apart from the diagram 5a in saturating the r.h.s. one must

take into account the graphs depicted in Pig. 5b,c,d. They yield

one-pole terms describing non-diagonal transitions in the sum ru-

les for correlation functions in the external field (l?3-55| ̂
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also Pig.6 where we have displayed for comparison analogous graphs

for the proton-proton transition in the arial field). Pigs.5 b-d

represent a contamination, a "parasitic" background with respect

to the amplitude of interest (Pig.5a), Our method will be reliable

only if the background is not large, say, does not exceed 2C-3C%«

Then
s
 even a rough estimate of the background contribution, valid

up to a factor of 2, will result in a tolerable error ( -̂- 10%) in

the estimates of the decay amplitudes.,

For an approximate estimate of the contamination due to the

diagrams 5 Ъ-d we will invoke a simplest pole model (Figs» 7s,b)«

Then we get for the diagram 5Ь

ик5 tttt
Here j is an intermediate state contaning no heavy quark LVA

decaying to A and В by virtue of the strong interaction, T
t
•• -<^cJ

7Т< P'HMJJ ^ ; Tjka i s t h e s t r o n S d e c a y amplitude

m.,m, jm., denote the masses of the corresponding states* The diagram
О К о

5c reduces to

•*•?
«,

Here J" • ~ ,

is the amplitude of the strong transition of the state i (produ-

ced by j"
D
 ) to a state j (containing c-quark) and a light partic-
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In eqs* (33)
 s
 (34) th\e pieces correaponding to the transition

В -+ £B and to those with\higher resonances are written out separa-

The basic sura rule takes the form

where X^ is the theoretical part, P. (i = 1-4) are the functions

which come from Pigs.5 a~d, respectively. Pig.5d does not depend on

Qf and Q^ simultaneously.

Lex us proceed now in the euclidean domain, Q -? —&, У
г
~*~ JL »

% ""? ~ % — -̂ «To suppress higiier resonances in the r.h.s.

r i
cf eq.(35) >ve apply the double Borel transformation, as in refj-" \

It is instructive to aotice that the spectral density in eq.(28)

is actually a sura of spectral densities emerging from graphs of

Pig.5 which results in a variety of thresholds and different con-

tinuum structures in the sum ги1ез«

The double Borel transformation kills the one-pole contribut-

ion of Pig.Sd. For the function A we obtain
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The Borel transform of F
2
 takes the form

6
 ^ии—*
ш* > '

 ( 3 8 )

I V

And. finally, the Borel transform of ~F~ is

One can easily see that each of the terms in eqs.(38),(39) is a

эшп of two pieces. The first piece is proportional to

emerges after contraction of the pole due

to the intermediate state, in Pig.5c). Quite evidently, this piece

merely renormalizes the genuine weak decay amplitude. The second

piece, just the most dangerous, contains £&£{-"*,-fa)taGpf-tn*/

or t*)6f3 (-"*^/н^}е<9е4О(-^//4г
) and appears due to cont-

raction of the poles associated with o"
D
 or j^ . It has no exponen-

2 2
tial suppression in (ЬЦ/Ы ), in contradistinction with the normal

Г 1
situation (cf#, e.£t ref.L Jor recent works in external fields

L • J ) . This is the major shortcoming of our method in the prob-

lemat hand. Here we have to rely on suppression by powers of l&Z

and numerical зшаПпезз.

Kcw we can represent the зит (37)-(39) in the following way

UO)
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where the first term Jt- corresponds to the amplitude we are look-

ing for, the second term K
2
 corresponds to the contribution of the

diagrams in which the quark currents Зт» or jo create intermediate

havier than D or B; the third tens, K.,, corresponds to the diagrams

where the pole due to D or В mesons is absent. In other words, K-

is generated by "wrong" cuttings (cuttings over intermediate states

contaminating the sum rules for instance, К'Ж intermediate state

in the J
D
 channel). More exactly,

l

v/here T i s the amplitude of $ -* »^o decay.

We will take into account the Kg contribution in the framework of

the standard continuum nodell'* •* J. As for the function K^
f
 its

appearance is most unpleasant and brings in the ma^or theoretical

uncertainty. It corresponds to the contribution of the diagrams

where the pole connected with particles created by j
D
 or jg

t
 is

contracted into the point. Somewhat symbolically,

Ч
(43)
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It is easy to see that the second term in eq»(43) is strongly ex-

ponentially suppressed because the intermediate state J here con-

tains heavy c-quark (thus, "t/^^g ^**l& ). On the other hand,

the first term in eq.(43) is suppressed much weaker than "normally
5
,'

it contains a factorty#p[-""j/M/ft"**n~>"sj where m. refers

to light states instead of "normal" factor &4Фl~
k
"j>/ff

l
J since

here i contains only light quarks. It can be estimated numerical-

ly; the estimate will be given in our next work, here we will no-

tice only that its contribution into the polarization operator

seems to be less than 5% and in future we will take into account

this terr.i when estimating the uncertainty of the results obtained.

A few words about the channel connected with j. . Here we do

not apply the Borel transformation and must choose a certain model

for the spectral density which would reflect the fact that, apart

from X
t
 £ or ^ t there are higher resonance contamination.

Apart from ^ , К or ^ we will account only for one next reso-

nance, A.., whith parameters ivhich effectively include higher states

as well. Qunatitatively, we will introduce in the r.h.s. of the

sum rules the following formfactor -fi~ (Q. ) .*

This model of the spectral density turns out to be self-consistent,

аз it will be зееп below,

Tranaferring the continuum contribution to the l.h.s. we get

the sum rule for the amplitude T:

a*
To reduce further the contribution to eq.(45) coming from the first



term in eq.(43) we differentiate (45) with respect to V M . Then

the intermediate states with mass *и • < W ^ will be additionally

suppressed by
 yvx

//
pyt
^ • Finally, we arrived at

X £_ 4^>'faV />'"***&Tf~(*V
 (46)

The full weak decay amplitude is T. To determine T we find

the l.h.s. of eq.(46) for Q2 = 0.5 7 1.6 GeV2 (at lower Q2 higher
2

power corrections blow up, at larger Q higher resonances in the

Лд channel may show up). The last stage of the procedure is core

or less standard. We vary independently the Borel parameters Mr

and M and find a domain where the M*~, M
1
 dependence of the

l.h.3. of eq»(46) is weak. At the same time wu demand from the

continumm contribution to be less than 30% and, simultaneously,

higher powere corrections to be less than 30$.He check that Q depen-

dence isexhausted by f Fft (®-//&
 axx

& f i ^ the constant T, i.e.

the D—> AB decay amplitude»

4. Pactorizable and Non-Pactorizable Piecea in Week-Decay

Amplitudes

The sura rule (46) can be essentially simplified. Indeed, con-

sider its theoretical part, TJ~ № M Q. ) «As has been already

noted, for any two-particle decay it is the linear combination of

three skeleton graphs, 3a,b, and с Bach of the graphs contains

two blocks connected by the four-fermion interaction H™ • We can

decompose .£ as follows:

waere -L» (M t M , &•) represents the згаи of graphs with the
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two blocks connected only by H~, with no gluon "bridge" from one

block to the other.

The function f represents the sum of all other graphs.

Let us consider the issue in more detail: The function

-£# (M Af1*" C. / t as determined from Pigs.3 a-c, is representable

as a proruct of two terms fixed by separate blocks. In other words,

we get the product of two correlation functions (a two-point funct-

ion and a three-point function) calculated in the euclidean domain.

Then we write down a dispersion relation for each of the correlation

functions, saturate it by resonances, and, after the Borel trans-

formation arrive (for example, for the function -ff determined

by Pig.3b) at г

"* f ?Jtpj
<C
ti

where $*. denote axial vector (vector) currents comprising H^ .

But this is nothing else than the aum rule for the quantify *r̂ J*p-j£

i.e. for the ractorized weak decay amplitude, plus the contribut-

ion of the diagram 5c, computed under the factorization hypothesis.

(We omit here evident overall constants l i ^ ^ - O ~b***v t etc).

An analogous sum rule i3 valid for the graph 3c- Moreover, we get

zero for the diagram 3C - manifestation of vanishing of the annihi-

lation mechanism in the fectoriaed amplitude (if m , * 0). The
U,U, 3

arguments above referred to the channels D-P—» PP. They arc equal-

ly applicable to the VP channels, however. Thu3, the function

Jtj, (М ̂ М
 t
 п) аз it emer^ec fron the sum rules, just reproduces

the expectationa of the standard model. Subtracting the sura rule

for 1 from the total sum rule (4ь) we are left v/itli the sum rule
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for the non-factorizable part of the amplitude giving deviations

from the standard model
i 4

-f- '»*"'> *
l)
 e^^z. Г*'*'*

 (49)

This is our final result in this work.

To calculate the l.h.s. we keep only those graphs in which

two blocks (Pig.3a-c) are connected by gluons. To the leading

order the unit operator I and the operator ^ ' are then irre-

levant. The operators "f(Q<S)f , G
2
 , ^sV^s generated by

graphs with gluons emitted inside one block are absorbed in

-Г. (MM 8-J . Hence, in our computations it is sufficient

to keep dim 4,5 and 6 operators generated by graphs with gluon ex-

changes between the blocks.

5. Conclusions

Thus, we have constructed the sum rules for weak decay ampli-

tudes of charmed mesons. Our final result, eq.(49), is formulated

directly in terms of 7^. - the non-factoriaable piece giving the

deviation from factorized prediction obtained within the spectator

model. We have shown that in the theoretical part one must keep

only the graphs with the gluon exchanges between the two blocks

comprising the graph.

Unlike the previous models, all assumptions made can be check-

ed within the approach itself, the error in the predictions can be

estimated, and our accuracy is under the theoretical control. We

expect ^Т/т «$ 2O?6. The main source of the uncertainty is the

"other" resonanoe contamination.

Applications of the method to particular decays will b* con-

sidered in the next Daoer.
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1
*'-

Pig.1. Spectator mechaoism in the charmed-meson decays.

5 • л

Pig,2. The four-point function induced by the quark currents and

H_ • The shaded blob corresponds to the weak decay amplitude.
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41
Pig. 3. -Iheoretical part of the sum rules for charmed particle de-

cays: (a-e) skeleton graphs determining the theoretical

part; (d) an example of the "dressed" diagram for &°-*1С t

11 x
/ \

° -̂--li'**
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Pig.5« Fhenomenological part of the sum rules for charmed meson

decays. Here (and in Pig.7) we use the following notation:

^ weak decay amplitude induced by }L j 0 strong decay

amplitude.

^\Л-

• *

Pig.6. Phenomenological part of the sum rules for the proton-proton

transition in the external axial field.
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Pig.7. Pole model for the phenomenological part of the sum rules

for weak decays of charmed mesons.
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Weak decays of D and F mesons to be considered

in the approach proposed.

Ff

#f f J * J щя j

z1 / у ^ j

i
!

^ . i
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